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intuitive understanding of the verbal use of ? shoulder' was more insightful 
than his teachers'?????????????????????
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I was born on May 30, 1961 in Wisconsin. I was born there because 
my parents met at the University of Wisconsin. My father was studying 
geophysics and my mother was studying to become a nurse. However, I only 
lived in Wisconsin for 2 years because my father got a job in Washington 
D.C. as an oceanographer, working for the US Navy. So we moved to 
Clinton, Maryland, a small town outside of Washington D.C.
????????????????????????????
My journey began May 30, 1961 in Wisconsin because my parents 
met at the University of Wisconsin. My father studied geophysics and my 
mother studied nursing. However, the Wisconsin part of my journey was 
short, only 2 years because my father got a job in Washington D.C. as an 
oceanographer, working for the US Navy. So my life took a turn to Clinton, 
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Oh, How about a round of applause, Yeah
A standing ovation
????????????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???'????????????????????????????
You look so dumb right now
Standing outside my house
Trying to apologize
You're so ugly when you cry
Please, just cut it out
Don't tell me you're sorry ?cause you're not
Baby when I know you're only sorry you got caught
???? ?????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
[Chorus] But you put on quite a show
Really had me going
But now it's time to go
Curtain's finally closing
at was quite a show
Very entertaining
But it's over now (but it's over now)









Grab your clothes and get gone (get gone)
You better hurry up
Before the sprinklers come on (come on)
Talking ?bout'
Girl, I love you, you're the one
is just looks like a re-run
Please, what else is on (on)
Don't tell me you're sorry ?cause you're not
Baby when I know you're only sorry you got caught
????? ????????????????? ???????? ??? ???? ????????????????????? ????? ??? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????'????????????????
????? ????????????'?????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????? ????
??????????????????
[Chorus]
[Bridge] Oh, And the award for
e best liar goes to you (goes to you)
For making me believe (that you)
at you could be faithful to me
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ere is no statistical difference between the metaphoric production of the group that 
was assigned a standard self-introduction and the group that was asked to organize 






e metaphoric production of the group that was asked to organize their self-
introduction around the conceptual metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY is 
systematically higher than the metaphoric production of the group assigned a 
standard self-introduction.
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? There are many scene that Rihanna sings alone and the man don't often 
appear. I think that means the man is disappearing in her heart? 
? I think that Rihanna's inner voice is about to blow up, and she seems to get 
angry halfway.? 
Her feeling is so bad now, so she don't hear her boyfriend's explanation and 
she saying him that close your show. It mean is ?please, part from me and don't 
meet to me forever?
???? ????? ???????? ??? ???????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????? ???
????????? ?????????????????????? ??? ???????????????????????????????????





As you know, the title of the song is a take a bow, it means finish. She compare 
life with her boyfriend to a show, and say show was very entertaining but it 
has finished now, so you should take a bow to the audience.
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???? ????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?and the award for the best liar goes to you for making me believe that you could 
be faithful to me let's hear your speech how about a round of applause? Standing 
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????
ovation? I regarded this part is irony to the boyfriend.





Her romance is likened to a show and it's the end part of show in this song.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??? ?????? ?????????? ??? ???? ?????? ????????????? ?? ???????? ??? ????
?????????????????????????
It was difficult to understand that she compares her boyfriend's lie to the show 
of a stage.
And I could not see ?this just looks like a re-run.?
????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
??????????? ???? ???? ???????? ???????????? ????????? ?????? ??? ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Because the melody is too dark to insult someone who left her.
at her sad feelings was showed on black wall of the video's background when 
she sings.
I'd like to understand difficult expressions to grab the meaning of English songs.
I can't get to know concretely what he did from this lyrics.
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??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????? ??????? ????
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